
Reflecting Back &
Looking Ahead

Today, the Elisabeth Elliot Foundation looks back on the past three years, and
we know we have so much to thank God for. Prayers have been answered in
amazing ways as we’ve watched people from all over the world connect and
reconnect with our Elisabeth and her story of faith, obedience, and
perseverance.

 In looking ahead to the years to come, we think about the plethora of
untouched resources that were left behind by our dear Elisabeth. She offered
expressions of wisdom, truth, heartache, and dismay in letters and journals that
might speak to us all for such a time as this. Needless to say, there is and will be
much more to come. 

There are documentaries to be made, books to be published, files to be gone
through, resources to be digitized, photos to share, languages to be translated
into, and more stories of Elisabeth to be told. The list goes on and on. Through
the Foundation, and our partnership with Wheaton, we look forward to
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gathering her photos, letters, and journals to digitize and share with others. We
are grateful for our partners at The Museum of the Bible and their ongoing help
to preserve & steward this legacy through the current exhibit. They are also
working on a traveling exhibition and curating a virtual exhibit for those all
over the world to experience!  

We have many publishers, but we would love to highlight a few. We are so
grateful for Baker/Revell’s ongoing effort to bring Elisabeth’s books afresh for a
new generation of readers—and DaySpring’s willingness to bring a never before
published work to the forefront has been remarkable. Our latest partnership
with One Audio will serve to bring ALL of Elisabeth’s books to the listener, and
our Poiema friends are working diligently to bring ALL of Elisabeth’s books to
print in Spanish. 

Our call to preserve and protect this legacy for future generations is not our
idea. It is God’s plan, and we will continue to work diligently for Elisabeth’s
teaching to be accessible for those who long to hear and read it! There is much
work to be done, friends, and so much to look forward to. At the EE
Foundation, we are prayerfully and humbly watching God continue to part the
waters for His glory! 

Thoughts from the Board

My involvement with the Elisabeth Elliot Foundation
has reminded me of the ongoing impact of the Word
of God. Lessons taught and written a lifetime ago by
Elisabeth Elliot continue to influence many in our
contemporary life situations. To God be the glory. 
~ Gilbert Gleason, Board Member

The last 3 years in which the the EE Foundation has
been protecting my mother’s writings and speeches,
carefully, to honor God, I have been so thankful for
their faithful  keeping of her legacy. It has been an
honor to serve and a delight to work with the Board
members and the team who stewards all the writings
for the website. I could never have done what they
have done, and it is all for God’s honor and glory, for
which I am DEEPLY grateful! Only God would have
put together such an amazing team!
~ Valerie Elliot Shepard, Board Member & Daughter
of Jim & Elisabeth Elliot



Being invited to serve on the Elisabeth Elliot
Foundation Board has been nothing less than a
privilege.  I not only have loved Elisabeth for years,
but totally support and am in awe of the gift that she
offered of herself throughout her lifetime.  It was not
always convenient, and many times painful.  She
hoped she could give hope and direction to both men
and women alike.  The Lord she served would prove
to be faithful to any who loved and walked in the fear
of the Him.  
~ Arlita Winston, Board Secretary

It never ceases to amaze me to go to the Elisabeth
Elliot foundation website and to see all of the
resources there! Twenty years ago, when the site was
first established, it couldn't have been imagined that
so much of Elisabeth's work would be available in
one place. And now, with social media, podcasts, and
video streaming, a new generation is able to discover
the wisdom of this remarkable woman of obedience.
To God be the glory!
~ Curt Yeo, Board Treasurer 

It has been such an incredible joy to serve the
Foundation and see God's handiwork in bringing
Elisabeth's legacy globally to a new generation. I have
no doubt it was God who impressed on Elisabeth’s
husband, Lars, the need to have her messages and
writing preserved & protected for such a time as this.
What a privilege to be a part of it all for God’s glory!!
 
~ Kathy Reeg, Board President

Encouragement For Today

Sharing this wonderful video previewing the Elisabeth Elliot Exhibit at the
Museum of the Bible, courtesy of our friends at Voice of the Martyrs.



Over the last 3 years the Foundation has worked with Elisabeth’s book
publishers to make this beautiful collection of titles available. Visit HERE to

learn more!

Subscribe to the Elisabeth Elliot Weekly Devotional HERE & receive
encouragement delivered right to your Inbox!
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We are excited to announce that
this September “These Strange
Ashes”, Elisabeth's personal
account as a missionary, will be
rereleased under its original title
but with a fresh new look ~
Available for pre-order soon!

Join us today on Social Media by clicking the links below!

Listen and subscribe to the Elisabeth Elliot Podcast featuring both
Elisabeth’s lectures & Gateway to Joy episodes ~ Available on all major

podcast players HERE!

From the Scrapbook

Our Time Together
On March 30th, members of the EE Foundation, Friends, & Family was blessed
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to spend time together for the long awaited opening of The Elisabeth
Elliot Exhibit at the Museum of the Bible in Washington, DC. We are delighted

to share a sampling of photos from our celebration event, and we hope that you,
too, will make plans to see this tribute to the life and legacy of our dear friend! 




